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NARRATIVE COMPRESSION CODING FOR A CHANNEL WITH ERRORS

By Dr. James W. Bond, Staff Scientist
NAVOCEANSYSCEN, Code 83
271 Catalina Boulevard

- ---~~San Diego, California 92152-5000

ABSTRACT

Data compression codes offer the possibility of improving the thruput of existing
communication systems in the near term. This study was undertaken to determine if data
compression codes could be utilized t) provide message compression in a channel with up to
a.10 bit error rate.

The data compression capabilities of codes were investigated by estimating the
average number of bits-per-character required to transmit narrative files. The
performance of the codes in a channel with errors (a noisy channel) was investigated in
terms of the average numbers of characters-decoded-in-error-per-bit-error and of
:hdracters-printed-in-error-per-bit-error.

Results were obtained by encoding four narrative files, which were resident on an IBM
PC and use a 58 character set. The study focused on Huffman codes and suffix/prefix
comma-free codes. Other data compression codes, in particular, block codes and some
simple variants of block codes, are briefly discussed to place the study results in
context.

Comma-free codes were found to have the most promising data compression because error
4? propagation due to bit errors are limited to a few characters for these codes. A

technique was found to identify a suffix/prefix comma-free code giving nearly the same
4 data compression as a Huftman code with much less error propagation than the Huffman

%codes. Greater data compression can be achieved through the use of this comma-free code
.with code word assignments based on conditioned probabilities of character occurrence.

INTRODUCTION

Data compression encoding offers an option for increasing the channel capacity of
existing communications systems by efficiently encoding the narrative portions of
messages. A data compression code assigns short binary code words to characters with a
high frequency of occurrence and long code words to characters with a low frequency of
occurrence. Difficulties arise when data compression codes are wLed in noxsy channels
because one bit error can lead to multiple character errors due to temporary loss of
character synchronization.

This study focused on the investigation of Huffman and comma-free data compression
codes which could be used to encode characters based on their probabilities of occurrence.
The comma-free code results were then extended to encoding of characters based on their
conditional probabilities of occurrence. In addition, several coding approaches using
block codes and simple variants of block codes are discussed.

The data compression provided by a code is measured by the average number of bits-
per-character of the encoded narratives files; the performance of the code in noisy
channels is measured by the average number of characters-decoded-in-error-per-bit-error
and the average number of characters-printed-in-error-per-bit-error. Generally speaking,
as the number of bits-per-character decreases (that is, as data compression increases),
the numbers of characters-decoded and printed-in-error-per-bit-error increase. Observe
that under the assumptions of a fixed bit-error-rate and random bit errors, the ratio of
the average number of character (decoded or printed) errors for two codes is equal to the
ratio of the product of the average number of bits-per-character and the average number of

.15 characters (decoded or printed)-in-error-per-bit-error for the two codes.

Results are presented for a 58 character alphabet derived from the 95 character set
of the personal computer and for processing narrdtive files stored on its hard disk.
These files were edited to use only capital letters and certain seldom used symbols were
deleted to obtain an alphabet emulating the Military Standard of the American Variation of
the International Telegraph Alphabet No. 2 (hereafter called the Military Baudot Code) in
use for Navy communications.

The error properties of both Huffman and comma-free codes depend on the specific
choices of bits and code words, respectively, used to construct the codes. A main thrust
of this paper is to identify the Huffman codes and the comma-free codes giving the lowest
average number of character (decoded or printed)-errors-per-bit-error for a given
compression gain.

APPROACH

% Huffman codes are known to provide the best data compression possible for variable
length coding of individual characters [reference 1]. This property is ensured by the
code construction process because it is based on the prubabilities of occurrences of the
characters to be encoded. We began our investigation by establishing the properties of
Huffman codes in noisy channels using character encoding.
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The comma-free codes analyzed in this report are constructed using a sequential
procedure found by R. A. Scholtz [references 2 arid 3]. His procedure does not utilize
probabilities of occurrence to guide the construction process. We developed a way to most
nearly match the word lengths of d comma-free code to those of an optimum Huffman code in
order to maximize the data compression performance of the selected comma-free code.

Even after specifying the distribution of word lengths of Huffman and comma-free
codes, there are degrees of freedom in the construction processes. It was discovered that
the error properties of a code depended on the use made of these degrees of freedom.

The insights provided by the investigation of Huffman codes and comma-free codes led
to the Identification of certain natural extensions of the presently used Military Baudot
code. A comparison of the pertormdnce of these codes with those of Huffman and comma-tree
codes provides an additional performance gauge against which the latter codes can be
assessed.

The Hultman code construction process has a great number of degrees of freedom. The
impact of bit errors on character synchronization and character errors is very context-
dependent; theretore, in analytical study of the dependency of error statistics on the
Huftman construction process could not be performed. Therefore a simulation program was
written and exercised to search for the best Huffman codes.

The number of degrees of freedom in the comma-free code construction process depends
on the number of sequential steps in the process and not on the character set size. The
performance of codes conictructed in a few steps, which are the codes of most interest, are
established analytically by an exhaustive treatment of the available codes.

Huffman and comma-free coding could also be applied to character encoding based on
conditional probabilities of character occurrence. We obtained results for comma-free
codes, which are placed in perspective by considering block coding of the words in large

*dictionaries.

DATABASE

Four narrative files were used to analyze the performance of data compression codes.
These files (labeled I, II, 1ll, and IV) contain 31,744, 28,672, 12,288, and 13,312
bytes, respectively, and are resident on the hard disk of the personal computer. All of
the narrative files were technical documents involving some equations.

Table I presents the probabilities of occurrence for the different characters for
each of the tour narrative files. Note that the probabilities of occurrence of the
characters are similar tor the four narrative files.

bIOCK CODES AND GENERALIZED BAUDOT CODES

This section describes block codes and a family of compression codes.which have a
structure very similar to that o the presently used Military Baudot code.

Block Codes

A code consisting of code words of equal length is called a block code. The length
of the block code used depends on the number of different symbols being encoded. A 58
character set is used by the United States Navy. Six-bit code words are necessary to
encode this character set.

If k ords are encoded, then the dictionary size determines the length of the code
words necessary to encode the words: 14 bits are necessary to encode a 16,384 word
dictionary; 15 bits to encode a 32,768 word dictionary; and 16 bits to encode a 65,536
word dictionary. (Note for an average word length of five characters, the dictionary
schemes use 2.33, 2.50, and 2.67 bits per character encoding, respectively, by not
requiring the encoding of spaces.) Larger dictionaries appear to be prohibited by the
difficulty of implementing encoding and decoding by table look-up operations. One final
note: if block codes are used, a bit error leads to a single character error if characters
are encoded or a single word error if words are encoded.

Since the English language is known to contain over 300,000 words some provision must
be made to handle words not in the dictionary. It is undesirable to limit the vocabulary
of the writer of Navy messages so that words occur which are riot in the dictionary. In
order to take the most advantage of a fixed-size dictionary some way should be found to
handle variants of the same word, such as alternate srellings, misspellings, and
abbreviations. We do n,,t analyze block encoding of large dictionaries in this paper.
Rather we chose to analyze the use of data compression coding of characters based on
conditional probabilities of character occurrence.

Generalized Baudot Codes

The Military [laudot code consists of information carrying characters and two shift
characters, which change the decoding of the next code word. The Military Baudot alphabet
consists of ,6 information characters dnd shift characters. One shift character &hifts
letters to figuies arid the other lurs figures back to numbers. If a simple block code was

% ~ J , le , % P % * % a,%,e.%~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~d r- -- f%% % % k ,, ,-. ' ' . ' , '. .- r- .- .'. k A ., '. %. ',9 Z
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TABLE 1. CHARACTER PROBABILITIES OF OCCURRENCE FOR
FOUR NARRATIVE FILES

NARRATIVE NARRATIVE NARRATIVE NARRATIVE
CHARACTER FILE I FILE II FILE III FILE IV

0.3085 0.3171 0.2851 0.4095
E 0.0815 0.0865 0.0882 0.0664
T 0.0636 0.0677 0.0585 0.0492
N 0.0543 0.0537 0.0483 0.0407
0 0.0416 0.0!18 0.0505 0.0420
I 0.0513 0.0511 0.0537 0.0426
A 0.0455 0.0450 0.0499 0.0434
R 0.0392 0.0421 0.0471 0.0438
S 0.0312 0.0391 0.0440 0.0367
H 0.0277 0.0263 0.0291 0.0162
C 0.0193 0.0232 0.0245 0.0216
L 0.0233 0.0218 0.0262 0.0226
D 0.0191 0.0206 0.0327 0.0165
U 0.0142 0.0185 0.0147 0.0165
P 0.0163 0.0170 0.0171 0.0164

M 0.0120 0.0162 0.0230 0.0150F 0.0151 0.0141 0.0190 0.0169
G 0.0117 0.0121 0.0163 0.0109
B 0.0049 0.0101 u.0017 0.0067
V 0.013b 0.0099 0.0078 0.0077
W 0.0147 0.0082 0.0080 0.0030

0.0073 0.0076 0.0075 0.0087
Y 0.0050 0.0058 0.0074 0.0026

0.0062 0.0001 0.0016 0.0060
O.0016 0.0039 0.0024 0.0024

( 0.0016 0.0039 0.0024 0.0024
- 0.0047 u.0034 0.0044 0.0053
1 0.0078 0.0024 0.0015 0.0054
K 0. 0040 0.0023 0.0014 0.0008
/ 0.u3 0.0016 0.0003 0.0019

,7 0.0016 0.0014 0.0011 0.0000
X 0.0018 0.0013 0.0017 0.0008
2 0.0059 0.0013 0.0016 0.0031

V 0.0031 0.0011 0.00)0 0.0000
= 0.0019 0.0010 0.0002 0.0000
Z 0.01,02 0.0009 0.0011 0.0004
Q 0.0014 0.0008 0.0012 0.0004
3 0.04015 0.0U07 0.0010 0.0018
0 0.0009 0.0u05 0.0014 0.0050

, - 0.0(00 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000
0.000 0.0003 0.0003 0.0000

4 0.0000 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001.
0.0014 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
0.0006 0.0002 0.0008 0.0004

8 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005 0.0015.

10 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
5 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005 0.0014
9 U.0(jO0 0.0002 0.0007 0.0034
* u,.0o' 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000

0.4 0(0 0.0002 0.0006 0.0000
C 0.(,ouO 0.0001 0.0002 0.0015

0.0(00 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000
/ 0. 44u00 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

0.,04o0 0.0001 o.0002 0.0004
1 0 00000 0.0002 0.0000
0.440(4. 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000
S.(Ju]8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000

:u rE: denotes space
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used, six bits would be required; if a five-bit code is used instead, and one of the 32
code words is used as a shift character, 31 information characters can be transmitted
using five bits and the remaining 25 information characters can be transmitted by using
the five-bit code word reserved for a shift character followed by a five bit code word.

We model the Military Baudot code in terms of a code using a single one-character
shift character. The Military Baudot code should perform somewhat better than predicted
by the model because ot the tendency for numbers and characters in the alphabet to occur
sequentially and the actual implementation of the shift as a toggle operation.

More than one shift character can be used and these can be used sequentially to
provide a whole famlly of difrerent Baudot-like codes, which we call generalized Baudot
codes. A generalized Baudot code is specified by its basic code length and the number of
characters lised as shilt characters for each multiple of the block length. The
generalized Baudot codes of most interest for Navy messages use code lengths which are
multiples of 3, 4, or 5 (2 allows too few code words to build upon and 6 will block encode
58 characters).

The bits-per-character for the best single shift code is obtained as 5 + 5P, where P
is the probability of occurrence of any of the 27 least commonly occurring characters.
The average number of bits-per-character turns Lut to be 5.08, 5.06, 5.06, and 5.06, for

V narrative files J, 11, 111, and IV, respectively. For this code, one character is decoded
in error per bit error and on the average 1.01 to 1.02 printed characters are in error per
bit error, depending on the training file.

Consider a generalized Baudot code using more than one shift symbol. Suppose, in
particular, that the shifts were used to produce a code with 15 words of length 4, 15 of
length 8, 15 of length 12, and 13 of length 16. One of the first 16 code words is a
shift, i.e., leads to a different interpretation of the next code word; one of these code
words is reserved to lend to still another interpretation of the next code word; and one
of these is reserved to lead to still another interpretation of the next code word. The
average number of bits-per-character required to transmit information using this code Is
4.68, 4.1,2, 4.54, and 4.52, for narrative tiles I, 11, III, and IV, respectively. For
this code, one character is decoded in error per bit error and on the average 1.13 to 1.17
printed characters are in error per bit error, depending on the training file.

A Baudot code based on length three code words provided about the same compression as
one of length four, at the cost of greatly increased complexity.

HUFFMAN CODES

Using only the probabilities of a set of characters being transmitted, Huffman
provided an organized technique for constructing efficient codes, i.e., using a minimum
number of bits (on the average) to transmit characters. The procedure for constructing a
Hutfman code is illustrated in the following example drawn from reference.l.

Suppose that five characters, a, b, c, d, and e, with probabilities of occurrence
0.125, 0.0625, 0.25, 0.0625, and 0.5, respectively, are to be encoded (see figure 1).

1 5 * 5 1 5 1 5
c '5 c .25 c 25] __ (c,.,b,d) 5-

o 125 a 125] (a,b,d) l 5

b Ub?5] (bd) I25

- - 0

C - - 0 1
a - 0 1 1
,s 0 1 1 1

%:d I I

% CODE A (READ RIGHT-TO-LEFT)
Is

C - -0 0
a O 1 0

4. Ib 0 1 1 0
" "l' 

%  d 0

"4 CODE B (RLAO RIGHT-TO-LEFT)

rgure 1. Two Examp]es of Huffmdn Coding

-.0 - O I - O



For this example, the Huffman procedure involves three regroupings of five characters.
Grouped characters are indicated by (b,d), (d,b,d), and (c,a,b,d) along the top of figure
1. At each sttcle in this step, the two characters or group of characters with the low(st
probabilities are grouped Arid the group is assigined the probability obtained ky summing
the prob.bilities of its members. rhe Huffman code is contstructed based on the character
groups by proceeding from rijht to left. Two of the many possible codes which can be
assigned to the original character set by the Huffman construction process are illuatrated
j n f igure I .

We discuss the construction of Code A first. Step 1: assign "0" to the most likely
character "e" and "I" to the character set (c,a,b,d). These bits are the first bit in the
code words assigned to the characters. The character "e" is distinguished from the
characters "c", "a", "b", and "d" by the fact that the code for "e" begins with "O and
the others begin with "1". Step 2: no bit is assigned to "e", and a second bit is
assigned to the remaining characters. This bit is chosen to distinguish "c" from "a",
"b, and "d"; "0" is assigned to "c" and "I" is assigned to the other characters. Step 3:
no additional bits are assigned to "e" and "c"; additional bits are assigned to
distinguish "a" from "b" and "d". Step 4: no bits are assigned to "e", "c", and "a"; bits
are assigned to distinguish "b" and "d".

Code B, also shown in figure 1, differs from code A in that at step 1, the character

I"e" is assigned "I" and the characters "c", "a", "b", and "d" begin with "0". The
remaining steps are the same. Note that "0" and "i" car be assigned in either way at each
step, leading to the construction of 16 different codes for the example shown in figure 1.

The example in figure 1 is very regular in that no reordering is necessary during the
grouping of characters at the different stages of the construction process. This is not
always the case. It is also worthwhile to note that the Huffman coding procedure can lead
to block coding when all of the character probabilities are the same. For example,
consider the case of eight characters: a,b,cd,e,f,g, and h, each having a probability of

%1 0.125. The first step leads to grouping g and h, the next step to grouping e and f, the
next to grouping c and d, and the fourth step to grouping a and b. Each group is assigned
a probability of 0.25. The next two steps lead to grouping e,f,g, and h, and to grouping
a,b,c, aid d. Each of these groups is assigned a probability of 0.5. It is easy to see
that in this case each :haracter is assigned a thrve-bit code word. In general, the

-Huffman code construction process for characters with differing probabilities of
occurrence leads to a code with some characters having code words of the same length and
other characters having code words of differing lengths.

Figure 2 shows the impact of introducing a single bit error into the code word
assigned "a" for ('ode A and Code B. For Huffman codes, and other variable length codes,
the impact of in error dcpends on the characters Iol lowinig "a". In the example, "abcde"
is being transmitted. 'lhe impact of the single bit error is enclosed by brackets and an
error count shown to the right for each of the two Huffman codes. For code A, an error in
the first bit Or the code word for "a" leads to it being incorrectly decoded into the two

4" % characters "e" and "c"; i.e. , one character decoded in error and two characters printed inerror. For code H, an error in the first bit of the code word for "a" leads to the next
three characterc being decoded in error for a total of 10 characters printed in error.

% For code A, the bit error does not lead to loss of character synchronization; while for
code B, it does.

a b c d a CODE A CHARACTER ERROR COUNT fOR

.I, .'- A SINGLE BIT ERROR

DECODER PRINTER-
110 1110 10 1111 0 ERRORS ERRORS

010 2110 10 111 0 1 2

-e/ c d af

:,
a b c d CODE B CHARACTER ERROR COUNT FOR

-A SINULE BIT ERROR

DECODER PRINTER

010 0110 00 01l1 I ERRORS ERRORS

110 0120 00 0111 4 10

*Figure 2. Examples of Error Propagation for Two Huffman Codes
Providing the Same Compression

O*%
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We turn now to the analys.is of Huffman eriodirig of th-, four narrative files
previously described. Tlie ;ttucture of a Ht afinon c-de in the sense of its distribution of
lengths of ,code woids is eterm med by the probaLi I it ies of oC'urrence of the 58
characters in the trcodtrl riArtative tile (provided somv convention to treat uqui-probablesets in the crUlstructi ,n procesb Is ado|pteId).

Table 2 summarizes the code words assigned by the particular computer implementation
of the ilultman con;tructed process that we used in our study. (It also contains a column
of word Lengths for a comma-free code. This column will be discussed later.) The code
word lengths for Huffman encoding were obtained using the probabilities of occurrence of
the characters presented in table 1 for the four narrative files. The order of the
characters is tihe sase in table 2 as that in table 1 and the characters are partitioned
into sets of I! characters to facilitate discussion.

The probability of occurrence of any of the first 15 characters listed in table 2
exceeds .B4 for all the narrative files. The word lengths assigned to the first 15
characters based on the probabilities of occurren ce of the characters in the different

* narrative tiles nvver ditrer by more than one bit. The word lengths are nearly the same
for the next P5 characters and tend to differ greatly only fur the least probable
characters. Some ot the differences between word lengths presentted in table 2 for low

"% probability of occurrence characters could have been lessened by adopting a different
convention for equi-probability character sets than that used in our simulations.

. Nevurthelss, use of iny of the tour narrative tiles as a training tile should lead to
similar compressionM results for Hutman (arid later, comma-free) encoding ot the narrative
I iles.

Huffman code data compression performance is summarized by the average number of
bits-per-craricter required to transmit tire narrative files depending on the particular

itile (toe trdining tile) whose probabilities of character occurrence were used to
(crstruct the code. 'fdhli I smar izes the results. of tile Hluffman code average bits-per-
mh.racter calculations. Note that using narrative files II 'and III as training files gave
neaily tihe same results. The maximum difference between two entries of the tables

N occurred when narrative file IV was used as a training tile fur narrative file I; however,

the difference was only .23 bits-per-character.

TABLE 2. HUFFMAN AND COMMA-FREE CODE WORD LENGTHS
FOR FOUR NARRATIVE FILES

WORD LENGTHS WORD LENGTHS
FOR NARRATIVE FILE COMMA- FOR NARRATIVE FILE COMMA-

CHAR 1 I1 TIl IV FREE CHAR I 1I III IV FREE.

. 2 2 2 1 2 J 9 9 10 22 9
E j 1 4 4 3 X 9 9 9 11 9
T 4 4 4 4 3 2 10 8 10 9 9
N 4 4 4 5 4 + t0 8 18 15 9
0 4 5 4 5 4 10 9 13 21 9
1 4 4 4 5 4 Z 10 12 10 12 9.

A 4 4 4 5 5 Q 10 10 10 12 10
R 5 5 4 5 5 3 10 9 10 10 10
S 5 5 5 5 5 0 11 10 9 8 iO-
H 5 5 5 6 5 - 11 25 19 27 10
C 5 6 5 6 6 11 12 11 18 10
L 6i 5 5 6 6 4 12 15 12 13 10
D b 6 5 6 6 12 9 19 27 10
U 6 6 6 6 6 12 11 10 11 100P (16 6 6 6 8 12 14 11 10 10

M 6 6 6 6 7 @ 12 18 16 24 11
F 6 6 6 6 7 5 12 12 11 10 11
G 6 6 6 7 7 9 Ii 22 10 9 11
B 7 8 6 8 7 * 12 9 17 26 11
V 7 6 7 7 7 12 24 Ii 19 11
W 7 6 7 9 7 6 13 19 13 10 11

7 - 7 7 a 13 17 13 23 11
Y 7 8 7 9 8 7 14 20 13 14 11

7 7 8 8 8 15 21 12 iI 11
8 7 9 9 8 < 16 25 12 20 11

( 8 7 9 9 8 17 23 13 17 12
8 8 8 8 8 0 18 13 15 25 12

1 9 7 9 8 8 % 18 16 14 16 12

K 9 8 9 11 9
/ 9 11 11 9 9

april%
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[AHLE i AVERAGE NUMBER OF BITS-PER-CHARACTER FOR
HUFFMAN CODES AND DIFFERENT TRAINING FILES

TRAiNING NARRAPIVE NARRATIVE NARRATIVE NARRATIVE
F IL, FILE I FILE II FILE III FILE IV

1 4.04 4.05 4.24 3.77

11 .1 3.95 4.19 3.73
11 .2 3.96 4.15 3.72IV 4.27 4.05 4.J2 3.03

The entries in table 3 required to encode the training files are calculated directly
as the ;imt of the prokabilities (of occurrence of a charactur with the length of the code
word assliqned to it by the Huffman construction process. [he remaining table entries are
oltoined 1,y r.ultipylrg each character probability of occurrence in the narrative tile
under .ont; d,,ratiin by the length ut the Hutfman code word assigned to that character and
sUITlnq tie Ieoui ts.

A computer program was written to search among the possible Huffman codes, which give
the bit-per-cuiaracter vaiues presented in table 3, fur the one performing best in a noisy
channel. The original program reads a text file and counts the number of occurrences of
each character; fLo, this, a Huftfan code is constructed using the construction process
first described earlier. In order to search for a good code the specific choices made in
the Hutftman construction process were randomized. The probabilities of occurrence for

' ch character and the assigned Hutfman code words for each character were written to
tI es so that tie particul.r codes could be recovered if desired. Trials were run using
the probabilities of occurrence of the characters in each of the four narrative tiles.
The simulations were run by randomly introducing bit errors at a rate of 3 per 1000 bits.
No attempt was made to model tile impact of burst errors on the channel. It was felt that
should burst errots pose a problem in the implemeritaticn of a particular code, it would

__ always be possible to superimpose interleaving after data compression encoding and
deirterleaving prior to data compression decoding.

%- We found that, regardless of the narrative file used as a training file, the poorest
error perormance results were obtained when processing narrative file IV (the most
compressible) and toim bmeot error performance results were obtained for narrative file III
(the least compiessible). Figure 3 illustrates the depende!ncy of the results upon the
code selection process by presenting the averrqe numbers of characters-decoded-in-error-
pei-bit-error for experiments run using riariative tile II as a training file.

A best and worst (ode for each narrative tile as a training file was selected for
further inulysis. I iure 4 pre:ients tihe distributions of lengths of successive printed
tIaracters in err-or oltaired Ior thiz best ani worst of the eight cases analyzed. Note

that a%0 ,t the printemd character error sequences may involve more than one bit error.
However, the likelihood of two bit-error induced error sequences merging is very small for
a bit error r-ite of 3 in [000 and can be neglected, therefore, printed output character
performance is summrized in terms of the average number of printed charact~r error's per
bit error, which we estimated by dividing the total number of character errors by the
tutdl number ot bit errors introduced during a simulation run.

:~1 T', 0.. .

40 f* Best
Sj 0

0. Worst
S~ + + *0 4

4-e * 0 7 8j1

I0 1 ? i 4 11 G 7 8 9 10 It 12arr p ne n,' "II Characters Pr inted inIrjaI Error/it Error

!F iqr,' . Hufftir, c(-,. Ii ror Propaqat ion I'l,iure 4. )ist ributions of Printed
F.4,. I- t - w i th Niri alt i i 17 as (h -'t c rs in Error per

lror irq Fle . tiriit iv, 1, hit Firor for Rest and
Njr tr i i k,(- - 11irrit ive ITTi. Wor ;t thffnan ('odes

I,

o I
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There is a dramat ic di rc fet nce in the struCture of the dist ribut ions for each of the
narrative file USC'E udIi A t in nq Iile t ,r t he Iluffiman ,udes fonund to give the bust and
worst per I orinairce to a , haiine I w ith er ror,;. The b~est d i t r ilut ionit hta ve a preponiderance.
,it shor~t I enj1 t sequiencr (1 engl is uric, two, ar.0 t hi ee) whi le thne worst dititribut lens tend
to be relatively t 1it wit It the o-urtelice of extreme I y long character error sequences ( 15,
104, 61,, anid 1JO for narratives 1, 11, 111, and IV, reirpectiveLy) . The simulation for
narrative IV shown in I ifure 4 onily resulted in three printed character sequences longer
than 7 characters, onte each or 9, 10, and 14 characters. 're average length of a printed
sequence of ch.arcter errFors tor this Iluffman code, presented in table 4, was 2.4 printed
character errors.

Some experiments w~ere run using an operator-interactive program to determine the
J percentaqe of errors introduced into a text tile through Huffman decoding of bit errors

that could be corrected Ilhrougjh narrative c'ontext. It appears possible to change a bit
likely to be in error ,nd t hen to use a standard spell check program to check whether
reinitializrtion of Huat tman decoding by the change leads to more reasonable results. The
potential of such an aljorithm could be assessed by using an operator-interactive
progjram--with the operator hoingthe decodinrg which provided text which made the most
L-nse.

A 4271 character narrative file consisting of 88 lines and 4456 bytes was chosen to
assess operator- interact ive correctinq of narrative chiaracter errors. Bit errors were
introduced randooily at a rate of uOt). This error rate would lead to an estimated 90
characters countain ing a bit error ( ( .005) (42,71 Characters) (4 bits/character)) . These 90
tLit errors led to it,2 character decoding errors. After the interactive session the
operator was able to reiuce the number of character decodirng errors to 85 errors (that is
the ntumber (if character errors were reduced by '16 perce"nt)

TABLE 4. HUFFM4AN CODE WORDS FOR NARRATIVE FILE IV
WHICH PRoVIIIED THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN A
(3-IA1NEL WITHi ERRkS

aCHAR CaDE WORD CHAR CODE WORD

01 La 100010100010

IuO0l01OU000OO0ll A 1110
ill11l1LGI B (0001101
1000101O000000100 C 11110

1U01010100000000101 D 000011

* 0(1010100000001 E 110
(000001 F 100011

) U0100000 G 111110

11111 101001 H 10000
+ 0010101000 1 1010

10011 Kll~l It 01010101
0010001 L 000(010

/ 111111111 M 001001
0 00101011101 N 1001

1 001010110 0 1011

.P2 0010101111 P 0(11011
3 1111111011 Q 1000101001
4 001101011000 R 00000

*5 100010 10001 1 S 00010
6 0010101130010 T 0011

I'7 10010101U000001 0 000111
8 IOO01(ji(U00l V 030011(00

9 (1110101110011 W 0010100
1(001010l1(0O X 111111100

111l111101000 Y 1000100
< 000101000000000 Z 1000101010

00O10101001 100010101101
> 1000101000001 - 10001010111

-4

I%
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COMMA-FREE CODES

('ommo-free codes ire binary codes so constrUc-ted that it is possible to identify
rod ividirlIri ud 1 pi iot to decoding the re~eived hit Stream. We analyze a family of

com.,-rcecodes, Fr-wn Is "sufixi/prefix' coder;, found by R. A. Scholtz [reference 2].

In order to lillustraite the ideas involved in Scholtz.'s construction process, we
%dirscus ~rta-tirlarly n~irrle example of the chticonStruction process. Scholtz

:Lonstructs se-tt rt ,-.ie words segocirtidlly. We hr-jin with the set of two code words
0, 1i . 1 n -st .- )dv st is obtainied trow this set by chioosing 111" as a suffix. T'his set

111li~l 14 .11i,o,1 l1,1....i). A next,,set ,is obtained by choosing an element of
tii. set a 'tt~ Ofi dxo prelI . It U0" s5 choseii ,s a prefix, the code set

* n..r~......... . iut, at ieast one "U" and Soe "'ll (we cadll tis code tile suffix-
itr I I I,-A,- , no o-; it "o" Ilosco a., a uijt tx, tho ode set becomes j 01...l10...0

-Itr. It~t I,,- "I' :we- call Tiils code the soil ix-orritix corima-free code); it '01"l is
1, . -- ott IsI, lI I dr - - t Iecomes 1 0. . .. .l1iI1. . . o with zero or two or sore

l-, I I -0 aSlli, rloSod words cain h~e coroirlruCt ed by i til usirng suffixes or
fi,*. ll' 1100c 1-: b~e Larild out any nolier of tliies.

.100 u I I.- lrtIon of tile three-s tep process used to insert "commas", whic-h
........................... 'r.~od. i ,rut iltruct ion p~rccos U!;-1l to construct the suffix-suff ix Code

de , r I~c in t ht. I.!.t p-r -Jrdp.I. i IldI vidual1 code wor ds are enclosed in brackets and the
nt, I iriliin-1 In 11 Is101-ht Lr, figure 1: to did the redder . Ilie, transmitted anti rirceiv,,d
l It sjtieoi, -1 1 i 1 I..A -. rs1ply )f tile bits erirlosed in these brackets with no indicaticon
-f niiee ,n, ni,- -t .. i-r.,ded ,nrrd .,notlher tr-gan. ) The comma insertion process para lie is
toe Lode -ins-tuct iia pricess and tire reader could readily verify that it reconstructs the
c..rre-,t --- le w, I-Is ji tihc ibseice of errors, eXCept possibly at the beginning or end of
tie-dec-odtel seqLonc e. it proceeds by first inserting cemmas between all thre bits and then

%ucs cIyiith IfI us according to rules based on tile souffix choices. For example,
srie~ond log tol ctior r I I" as a sottlix commas are remnoved preceding "l's in the second

Ste-p of ti e ,O 11i1I Liert on process. Other aligorithrms are available to insert commas for
5omC~~ 51tucsn-rec rides. For example, 10'- a suiffiX "I" pref ix "0"' code, one need

Sti I r roe:u. t a c oiria let ,reen eve ry stri ing of t l'11s a nd st r ing oft " 0"s to ident.i fy the code
wor us.

* We turn now to the selection of the comma-free code which would provide the best data
compr ess ion for a naxrat ive fille with part icul ar ciraracter- probabil ities of occrurrence.
R. A. Schul tz does not liscuss how to match iris c-immal-tree _nrde const ruct ion process to~~ "-~tire prohahilIit rem of iccur rerice of tile characters to b~e ec-ronded to piov ide thrc best
com~press Ion. N t - snd how to survey the possibi, v codes in ter ils of the d i stc ibut ions of

* their code- word I errytirs. [I'he survey can be condorcted without speciftying the particular
,:odce word chonsern at edch step of tire constiuOct ion process, or whether the chosen word at
eCtO: step itS usel Ia cr t~fix or a prefi x. All that rneed lie specified is tire lengtlrs of
toc sr do_ clioscn forI so it r cs 'nd fpi Vc1i ixes.

-. ~:10111 101001 1011 101101 101 1 111 [0oH [01 10101 -

SI HHRIIS

0101 10100) [01l 100 101 10 11 111 1011 1001 1010)
S INSFRTi LUMMVb

0,1. 0, 0. 1,. 00 0, 1, 0,0, 1,0, 0, 1,1.1, 1, 0,1t, 0,0 0, 1A0
t[LHASE COMMAS PRECEDiING I

0 1.0 0,U1,0. 0, 0 1, 0.0 1 0, 0 111 1, 0 1, 0,0, 0 1,0,
IHiASE FIRST COMMA IN 0,

0 10, 0 1 00, 0 1 0. 0 10. 01 1 11, 01 0 0. 0 10

MA I N;A 1 Nf1D L II..I Lost

Y M( ilnONs :.A I I ON N1101irUNl 1 111 DJ YNtrRDNI ZATIliN

3nbi HIT ildqels' I II TO, , i .lf1 OF fYNCIIRONIZAIION AN0
4n IHAHACT[i ir INo 0111O1LTII UlLOtrFO

F iut iAh IIITIFIIe Of the2 COMfIfJ Frie. Algurith1M tO 1V5tLrt 'COfMdS'

In d 0ifllIC IWith Fror
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A ni~stural way to :;ut vvy the codes is to survey LheM inductively based on the
con.st TuLit I,,r I t,- I S. I,,[ ti. I, end, let c[ k de-note the -~t of c!ode words produced after
rtIle I I r-t ik St I:: o It ItI t cu'I I JtIuct IOn pieocess: I ct C It - I ii, I)} be the starting p~oint in
thle c*[)lt[I LIt't lI Il il'-- , ; Ind Illt 111k I( I) derl)te th Il IU~tber of Co(de wozds of I erjt h I irn
3-t C1 k j . I n t ht, It I I x pr'i' I x conbt ruct i )l pro( - s , l wor d -ald i s d suffix "rt prefix
car, no joq. )- ut. d ,,: , ( i( e wo d . TO take tils into A-tount ltut n 1k](1) njkJ(j) -
1, 1f t)j 1) ]l k I (! I])

,  
It ) F S, Where s is thle Ierngth ot the :,utt ix or pbrefix _ho~en

to] c (n ;rrt]J' the (k':l -tht Lode .% t fromn the k-th czode t,et.

The- inriduc'tl I -tormulI f or tihe number of comma- I i e code words ot 1 ength j resul1t ing

t rom the l ie -11C - f I _'. Uf IiX or pitutix of length s in the (k,I)-th construction step is
j1V,-n i,' T' K,l 1 11 tki (3) 1 n* 1k] ( -s) + .. n {jj(j-is) , wi1th the convention that
n -.i ,) - I I - i , .

k,_ aove formiula ,Illows easy compilation of tabular summaries of distributions of
Aode witid lryt divyi.ei re code des cor struct d using the sutix/prefix

IIOs . ill st-js. ') Ilu:;truiil tis U 1se. With the excption of the first coumn, the
rL I Slit , c ,io iot f .I code are Only summarized up thouih the legth of code wot
10C.e t I ,o 111 codIig t 5 8 ch act e S. T e Iodes summint ized in table 5 begin wth

Ii andtc e_ I new code set Cwh through C[6 is obtatied fuom the previous osie by
ocu!;1rg utit o Ithortest a-iiiale code words as suffix or prefix in the construction

S. We turn cio to the Selection of a comma-free code to encode the narrative files used

earl 1-u to cetait. f Iidn codes. The prbaxo ilites Of Occurrence for the character set
,uid for fur 1.6 l'hrictr ()mult] -ons ot th+ Hut mdn Code, has the property that the

"2 hdl -'tr pi ob-Ibi I ties rdi I ott rapidly trom the most us ed characters to the least ubed'e ; ( f1wn in table I which w s presented earlier). In Si h a situation, i we
CULd olt match tire codepe omma-fn re vcde y ntuted using cte constructed f r the

Sjiven cha icter probabilities of occurrence forthe o ion of to 15 characters, we would

," .. xpec:t vury siillr coapr-esuiionr performance from that c:omird-free and a Hultman code.

. Table 2 (previously disc:ussed) s;hows hnw closely the simplest suffix/prefix candidate
code word lensths match tose provded by the ulmdn odes. The first four columns
pedent ailion word engtls aid a tth Column pients the word lengths for any of the
!•ufl 1 X-p, f LX cumane-frew codes obtailed by usg of "" ond "eI" as sufixes or prefixes in
a tiw-st p constructioan. The assgnment of code wprefs to characters is optimum ton

"'--r-d ; I tiv I\, i [ e I I . lHowever, as cain Le seen tfom table -2, this assignment leads to
e-clI lent ird o rilth ene tist 0 charoctfrrs cod all of the narratve

i il ; -' ri, _o , thui -ild ,*:lJ m n s wvre studi,-I.

alble C. pta e:;ets a 'ompdrson between Huffman code bits-per-character values and
comma-ree code bit- r-il -ofter vidues fur the code wrd to chractr assignments shown
io tai, 2. The ym xt ite t -o mm-ren gthde opperirs to b te Huh node c1,,3) tor which

nll cIUat pol i tisaf pecnty of .1 (ioundrtd down 1 hrae signicwnt pldce s)
plt v-t -'i i or o Uresin this oma-rce fode ithte1 o f tie taufman ode for

r-L I-'rItive IJ]{e 1I.

Tcod wre lnijtlLm'tS in the construction of t omImd-free codes leding to the same
dprest ht ttaI wa d I eidt s WOld ndaL fts. colue be nviol pe the c d o in nosy channel defends on
the,- hoeIs. W ,na-J dt the sutix-prefix arid s t auftdx-suttix codes for deailes i
a two-te lh.ii cdts ie.rteasnt ne two fundamentally different codes isoiiu for

no,tive tieprhwveaoaveienfimtal ,ti asgmn ds toe

comptre clol b itluhi ir ttd e t-lii 6.

%. 'AELEJ 5. PARTIAL SURVEY OF THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF CODE WORD
I " 1oENG'THS }',A[ COMMA-FREE CODES

I I .t.rat.i.e....... .

N."% LENGT H C11] i[2i  1[31 C[4] C[5) [6

di.1r iutiii 2di 1o lI~ils.'h eair Ith oei iiycanldpnsa

11 2 21
'4 3 3 3 3

1)
7  

4 6 6 6
%% 6 1It 8 9 9

i .  
7 1 6 12 15 18

'"8 1 7 I', 2 1 27
.. 9 1 8 18 21

jo 9 .4

12 I

-,

-w

it.
I "fl~i

% % % %
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF BITS-PER-CHARACTER VALUES
OF lUF-MAN AND COMMA-FRLE CODES

-- AVERAGE NUMBER OF
i BITi-ER-CARACTER

NARRATIVE
FILE HUFFMAN CODE COMMA-FREE CODE

1 4.04 4.10
If 3.95 4.00
111 4.15 4.26
IV 3.63 3.81

The impact of bit errors on character errors can be determined analytically for the
suffix-pretix and the suffix-suffix codes. The basic observation is that for these two
codes a bit errol in the middle word of three code words w[l1]w2]w3] always leads to a
bit sequence which cin be expressed as three other code words w^ [ilw"[2Jw' (3) with at most
two of the code words in error. The probability that a particular bit in w(21 is in error
is given ,y the probability that tile character w[21 represents occurs times the
piobabllity that bit in w[2) is in error, which i!, just I divided by the length of w[21.

dGenerally speaking, four probabilities determine the error propagation properties of
a comma-frye code: Pi|)), the proalability that a bit erroi leads to the deletion of the
commra separating two code words; P[M], the probability that a bit error leads to the
rrispldce urit of a comma; PI'AJ, the probability that d bit error leads to the addition of a
comma; and P[N), the prubability that a bit error leads to no change in the placement of
tile comma. the ispact of a bit error on the comma determines the number of characters
decoded in error arrid the number of characters output by the decoder in error. In
particular: (k) it a bit error leads to corima deletion then two characters are incorrectly
decoded as a sirigle character or riot decoddble; (2) it a bit error leads to coma movement
then two characters are incorrectly decoded into two characters; (3) if a bit error leads
to the insertlon ot a comma (dlways within the code word with the bit error) then one
c character is incorrectly decoded into two characters; and (4) if there is no change in the
commas then one ,hdracter Is incorrectly decoded into a single character.

The required calculations for a particular assignment of the suffix-prefix code words
to a 58-character set are easy but tedious. We omit the majority of the details (see
reference 4 tor them) and orimmarize the results of the calculations. Calculations were
carried (ut for the pron ,bilities of occurrence of the chardcters in narrative file 11.
aii lar results are expected for the remaining three narrative files.

For the assiqnment of suffix-prefix codes to characters described above and
summarizod by t.,ble 2, tile to~lowing statistics were obtained: P1D) = .42, P[M] = .21,
i'}A) .16, ,nd -ill) .2. Note that about three-quarters of the contribution to P[D) is
tf,.rt provided by the code word "01" assigned to the space character with probability of
occurrnlce 0. 3 1 /. The ave ge number of characters decoded in error per bit error is
(.42)(2) + (.21)(2) + (.l ,)l) (.2) ) l.l. . The average number of incorrect printed
chirticters per bit error is e(iven by (.42) (1) (.21) (2) + (.16) (2) + (.21) (1) - 1.17.
Note that these values ,re obtained by treating words too long to be decoded because they
t xwed the longest word -;signed one of the 58 characters as being incorrectly decoded.

% C: uch characters could be decoded into a 59th character indicating an error has occurred.)
=,% The calculations presentetd clearly indicate that the performance of the sulfix-prefix code
%, in an error channel is .onsiderbly better than the performance of any Huffman code that

we found.

% A two-step comma-free code construction using a one-bit prefix and a one-bit suffix,
no matter what choi-es lre male, leads to code words either of the form 0...01... 1 or
I ... 10. .. 0 with er-h cole word cor'taininq at least one "I" and one "0". One of these
codes can be obta I ed trom the other by i;iterchanq ing "l's and "u"s. If this were done to
the assignment oi code words, the -,ame probabilities would be obtained as for the code
wird assignment b-efore the inten,:anrge. Thus all the prefix-sulfix codes using a one-bit
prefix and a one-bit surA ix would for these assignments have the Same error statistics.

We turn now to estimating the impact of errors on the suffix-suffix code discussed
earlier. IRecall that the code words for this code have the structure 01.. .10.. .0 with at
least one "I". This code differs from the suffik-prefix code in that (1) the impact of an
error in tie first bit position of a code word depends on the ending ot the previous code
word and (2) the impact of an error in the second bit position depends on whether or not
the second bit is the only "I" in the code word. Again calculations were only carried out
for the probabilities of occurrence of the characters in narrative 11.

An error in the first bit leads to the movement of a comma or the deletion of a coima
depending on whether the first code word ends in "u" (probability of 0.51) or ends in "i"
(probability of 0.49). It follows that the probability that an error in the first bit
leads to the movement of a comma is .158 arid the probability that an error in the first
bit leads to the deletion of a comma is .152.

.m .
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An e.ror in the e 'iond bit leads to tIe deletion of a comma or the addition of a
comma, depe.ndinq oft wh,,Th r or rot the _e--ond hit in error was the only "I" in the code
w ,rr. it turns out tiot the piobability that an error in the second bit will lead to the
del etI lof o a comma Is ii.,' (jounded to three pl'ces) and that the probability that air
el-rror Ii t ie secolld bilt i lads to tile additiii el A comma Is 0U.5.

The remaining cdlculit ions are similar to those for the suffix-prefix case. We found
that the probability that o bit error leads to the addition of a comma through changing
other than the first or secoid bit is .18 and the problbility that a bit error leads to no
chinge In the cosmris through changing other than the first or second bit is .20.

From these colculatinns, it follows that P[h] = .37, P[M] = .16, P[A] = .27, and PIN)
- .210 so that the averate number of characters deicoded in error per bit error is 1.51 arid
the avurai riunlb,.r ol pr ined charact-rs which ar-e icorruct per bit error is 1. 45. Thee
stitistic;:3 cii fe seen to apply to All suitix-siiflix And prt-fix-prvfix codes with length
one stirfixes or pr!lixos.

the result tirit a single bit error leads to at most two character errors (decoded or
printed), estabi i;hed for the two simplest kinds of comnia-free codes, can be extended to
other comma-lIre codes. t)ime idditiondl terminology is needead to facilitate the
discussiorI of gi-nerldl comnia-tree code;. Let k denote the klrnel of the code under
construction, p(i), 1 1, 2, . .. denote the prefixes used in the code under construction,
And s(]), ) - I, 2, ... denote the suffixes used in the code under construction. Suppose
that the codue under dls usi n s;atisfy: (1) k "ul or "I, (2) both "O" and "I" are used
as either prefixes (,r skt fixes, and (1) the length of tire prefix or suffix used in k-th
con: truction step is l-s than or equal to the length of tire prefix or suffix used in the
(ktl)-th construction step. A code is called exhaustive if for each of the steps in the
code construction procest. the code word chosen as either a prefix or suffix is one of the
shortest code words available.

For an exhaustive comma-free code, a single bit error can lead to at most two
characters decoded in error. To establish this result, consider (1) an incoming sequence
of bits as a sequence eo kernels, prefixes, and suffixes, and (2) the comma-insertlon
algorithm (after the first step) consists of deleting commas between the kernels,
prefixes, arid .uffixes. Now, let us discuss the potential impact of a single bit error
occurring in a ke-rnei or in a prefix or suffix of the code words.

Let us denote the word with a bit error by use of "'" Consider the incoming
sequence of inary bits parsed into codewords w(l)w(2)w"(3)w(4)w(5). Under what
coniditions will tie comma separating w(1) and w(2) or the comixia between w(4) and w(5) be
altered as a result of a bit error somewhere in the codeword w(3)? Each of these words is
Constructed from tlre kernel and prefixes and suffixes, as described Above so that for the
comma betwoeen w(i) and w(2) to be erased by the comma-insertion algorithm, the prefix or
keriel bog inlnLllg w(.) must be tranfrrmed into a suffix through a bit error in w(3).
Since none of the bits i. w(.!) are in error, this can only happen if the addition of bits
to the bits of w(2) has created a suffix used in the construction process; i.e., there
exists a code word or :;horter lI ogth in the code thin some suffix in the code, a
contrdd4ct Ion. For the comma between w(4) arid w(') to be erased by the comma-insertion
algorithm, the suiix or kernel ending w(4) must be transformed into a prefix through a
bit error ii w(i). Since none of the bits in w(4) are ini error, this can only happen if
th ,ddiitioi of bits to the kits of w(2) has created A prefix used in the constructLone
pr cess, a c ontrid it t ioll.

It is clear thit one could improve upon the results by examining the non-exhaustive
cod's to oee ii either of the above phenomena can occur for a particular selection of
prer ixes on Silfl.Is. A cursory eXamilatlon allowed us to establish that for the codes
with segu-nices of suffixes or pretixes with the lengths indicated by (1;1,3), (1,1,3,3),
(1,1,2,4), and (ii,4), a single bit error can never lead to four or more character
decoding errors.

It is also possihle to use Huffman or comma-tree codes to encode characters based on
one or more ei thu previous characters encoded. We refer to this as encoding based on
conditioni probability of occurrence of characters. Since the error propagation
propert ies of Ituf tiarn codes were so much worse than those for comma-free codes, we
restricted our attent ion to comma-free encoding of characters conditioned on the
occurrence of previous characters.

The structure of the comma-free codes limits the impact of bit errors. However,
given an error has occurred in an encoded character, then it will be decoded in error, the
next character will be dec:oded in error if conditioned on it, the next code word decoded
in error if conditioned on either of the previous characters, and to on. To prevent
decodng errors frtm propagating in this mariner, it is necessary to reinitialize the
coding proc-e!ss fairly often.

Military ard commercial messages are transmitted using characters of various types,

categorized as the set of letters I A,h,C. I...... ,Y,Z ), the set of numbers ( 0, 1, 2,
... , 9 I, and the set of symbols I pun:tuation symbols, special characters, control
characters 1. The basis of the conditional probability encoding approach is to
reinitialize the encodinq process whenever c is a symbol. Furthermore, in order to limit
the propagation of decoding errors, symbols are encodt-d independent of previously encoded
characters.
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Oit-line processing would be used to determine the assignment of comma-free code
words to characters. The overall probabilities ot occurrence can be used to assign code
words to symbols (although we found that this was not optimum). The crucial assignment is
the code word assitn-d to the space. (We found thit the assignment of a three-bit code
word to the ;pace give the best compression.) The variable length code words assigned to
fixed length words repre-nting characters or numbers aie the remaining code words.

We assign a code word to a letter depending on whether or not it is the first letter
of a word and to rumber depending on whether or not it is tile first number in a sequence
of numbers. The comma-tree code words assigned unconditionally to letters or numbers aie
based on the probabilities that a character occurs as the first letter in a word
(including one letter woilds) or the first number in a sequence of numbers (including
single number,) ; the conditioral assignment of comma-free code words to letters and
numbers is based on the probabilities that a character tollows a specific letter or
tollows a specific number.

The data compression provided by the comma-free encoding approach described above was
* . estimat,.d by the tollowing formula: 3/(Lil) - NltTcoindji(L+l) + N[Condl(L-l)/(L*l), where

NJiIrcond )  the aerage number oa hits assigned the starting letter in a word, N[Condj =
tile average number or bits encoding a character conditioned on the receipt of a previous
character, and L - the average length of a word (with symbols treated as length I words).
This formula neglects the contributions of numbers conditioned on other letters or
numbers, which are extremely rare in the narratives. The first term, 3/(L*), would be
accurate if blank!, separated all the words, another fairly valid assumption because of the
absence of short senteices in the file manuscript and the usual practice of separating
them from letters and nambers using spaces. Table 7 summarizes the results obtained using
the above formula. by using a length 3 code word for the blank, and making effective use
of the length 2 code word for the most commonly occurring character starting a word, the
table shows that the bits to encode spaces and beginning of words are about the same as
the bits to encode the remainder of words.

We estimate the average number of characters decoded in error for the suffix-prefix
comma-free encoding of characters conditioned on the previous character for narrative file
If by considering the impact of bit errors on an average word followed by a space. The
expected structure of a five-character word followed by a space is (4.4 bits)(3.5
bits)(3.5 bits)(3.5 bits)(3.5 bits)(3 bits), where we have rounded 3.55 down to 3.5 bits
to compensate [or rourding 4.69 up to 5 letters. Thus, a word is expected to consist of
18.4 bits and a woi-d tollowed by a space of 21.4 bits. We proceed by estimating the
number of characters in error as a result of bit errors in the different bit positions. A

_ bit error in the first bit of a code word of a letter leads to the previous character
beinq decoded in error; such errors contribute (l/21.4)(6+5+4 3 2) = .93 characters in
error. A bit error in any Of the other bits of the letter code words, with the exception
of the very last bit of the code word of the last letter in the word, leads to the rest of
the word being decoded in error; these bit errors contribute
(l/21.4)((3.4)5(2.5)4(2.)3 (2.5)2t(1.5)) = 1.92 characters in error. If the last bit
at the code word of the last letter of the word, or the first bit of the space is in
error, both the last letter anid the space will be decoded in error, and therefore the
following word will be decoded in error; these bit errors contribute (2/21.4)(7) = .65
characters in error. hit errors in tile remaining two bit positions of the space lead to
it and the following word being decoded wrong, so they contribute (2/21.4)(6) = .56
characters in error. Totalling these contributions leads to an estimate of 4.1 chaiactersin error per bit error.

'Table 7 allows us to estimate the potential payoff of encoding the'third through last
letters of words based on the occurrence of two previous letters. Since there is a single
remainin g comma-free 2-bit code word, a single 3-bit code word, and the .remaining code
words are of length 4 or more, the least length that one might expect for the doubly
conditioned encoded characters is (1/2)2 + (1/4)3 t(1/4)4 = 2.75. Then a lower bound on
the expected overall average number of bits would be (1/2)(3.6) + (1/2)(2.8) = 3.2 for
this encoding approach. We would expect about 3.3 to 3.4 bits per character performance
if we carried out the calculations more exactly.

TABLE 7. AVERAGE NUMBER OF BITS AND WORD LENGTHS FOR
COMMA-FREE CODES USING CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES

AVERAGE NUMBER OF BITS

AVERAGE
NARRATIVE START REMAINDER WORD

FILE OF WORD OF WORD OVERALL LENGTH

1 4.51 3.55 3.62 4.64
11 4.44 3.55 3.61 4.69
111 4.71 3.64 3.71 5.15
IV 4 53 3.54 3.62 4.91

1%

% %
R~L
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The est imatvd number of character errors per hit error for a doubly conditioned
comma-t rev erLdinq s,1'me using a ouf ix-prefix code is the same as for a singly

Sconditioned coMs,, - r ree encodIng scheme; .l the let ters or numbers after an error are in
error untiL th encoding process is reinitializd whether singly or doubly conditioned.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The perfomance of Huffman codes, suffix/prefix comma-free codes, bloct codes, and
some variants of Isaudot codes was obtained for the encoding of narrative files ot a
personal computer for a -,8-character set. Figure 6 summarizes the results of this
investigation. The performance of each encoding approach is Lamidrized by its compression
performance measured by the average number-of-bits per character (the y-axis) and by its
error propagation statistics measured by the average number of characters decoded in error
per bit error (the x-axis). A word error was treated as equivalent to five character
errors to allow comparison of character and word encoding approaches.

J) The Military Baudot code uses two shift keys ("LTRS" and "FIGS"), which we model
mathematically as a sinfile shift key generalized Baudot code, to reduce the number of bits
required to transmit inforlratlon from 6 to about ,.06. Generalizations of this

construct ion c.,n furth.r reduce the .average number of bits required to around 4.5 bits-
* p per-cnardcter while maintaining a basic block structure.

data compression as a huttman code, about 1 bits-per-character. For the character set and
probabilities of o~curitmnce of the characters of the set used in the Huffman simulation,
the penalty varied from a low of .05 bit per ch,,rdcter to a high ot .18 bit per character
for four narrative riles. A single bit error can lead to at most two character errors for

% the above prefix/ouIrix codes while d single bit error was found to lead to as many as 90
cnaracter errors for a muffnan code. Relative to a I-shift baudot code, the best Iluffman
code requires in verage 21 fewer bits for encoding with 431 more decoded character
errors, while Ine best comma-tree code requires .,2) fewer bits for encoding with 18% more

%I decoded characteor errors.

6 * BLOCK CODE

%

5 1 SHIFT BAUDOT CODE

3 SHIFT BAUDOT CODE

. - .',UNCONDITIONED COMdMA-FREE CODE
-..

{: HUFFMAN .

UNCONDI UE * SINGLY CONDITIONED COMMA-FREE CODE'
U f *~1 DOUBLY CONDIIIONED COMMA-FREE CODE

* 16 BITS (6!.536 WORD DICTIONARY)

F h- * 15 BITS (32.768 WORD DICTIONARY)
"* * 14 BITS 116.384 WORD DICTIONARY)

2

-0-..............................
(9O APPROXIMATE ENTROPY BOUND FOR ENGUSH TEXT
Z
LU 1

a-- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

*, DECODED CHARACTER ERRORS/BIT ERROR

Figure 6. Data Compression and Error Propagation in Noisy Channels



Thtl U ' ,ak It -I t, ncodi i q I -or words with non-letters and non-numbers encoudId
lndcpelld, nt j 1 ot th e p) .o us character led to an est imated I.6 bits per character dlion(j
with 4. 1 ,h,,racters ill t-iiot p,'r bit error fot a . ngt y conditioned encoding scheme, ,,iid
.ibout .3 tiits per chartor along with 4.3 Characters in Ct' r per bit error foT a
chardcter tur a doubly conditioned encodinq scheme. R~lt ive to a l-shift Baudot code,
the .inqly coo-i I , %.'hemO rlequires 29% fewer lits I(Or CetCoding and the doubly
c:-littonted schttlle ,L.,iut Jitl fewer bits both wi , 2ktVt more decoded chdatcter eirore.

Block etci ing of wods for dictionaries rdtting in size tom 16, 184 to £5, 16 wolds

;% requires 2.j1 to 2.6; bits per character with one word eIro pot bit error.

rnte lollowini conclusions were drawn as a result of the investigation:

(1) For unconditioned character encoding, comma-tree codes significantly outperform
Generd ized Bauodt -odes aod utfman codes in a noisy channel. They provide nearly the
same CotIhprssltot and have sigjniticantly fewer decoded ,r pt itted chlracter Errors than
lu1 tlindn codes.

(2) Additional compression is achievable by the use of comma-free encoding of
characters based on their conditional probability of occurrences.
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